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About This Game

The year 2020 has arrived. A herd of fuckin' ugly reptilians are rushing from the outer space. Crime rate skyrocketed! United
States of America is ruined!

Therefore, The American government called Chin's grandson "Chin Jr." for the massacre of the reptilians. Chin Jr. is a killer
machine. Wipe out all 12 billion of the green scum!

However, in Washington D.C. there was a secret project in progress! A project to transform the President of the United States
into an ultimate weapon!

Game features

 Intense top down shooting action across America, sea and space

 Put your kung-fu skills to test against an endless alien invasion

 Compete for fame on the leaderboards

 5000 Steam achievements to earn

Decorate your profile
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 The achievements have alphabet icons consisting of 24 different fonts in 8 colors each
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No idea what I was thinking when I bought this game back in 2014. Falls way too short on stuff to do.. I wish it was working
smoothly but it's full of bugs on OSX (iMac) :(. This game is perfect for nostalgists and children, but there is a minor flaw. The
game crashes after you answer all the trivia questions or spell all the words on spell it.. Absolutely great game! Marvelous
minigames. Superb replayability.. I see the bad reviews and i understand them in a way...
yet i have to ask myself: why do I enjoy this?
And i answer to myself: why not?

bad graphics
stupid ai
funny plants throwing fruits everywhere
little aliens trying to throw the gathered fruit in a cylindrical building and fail half of the time

you love it or hate it. My negative rating isn't really a knock against the game, but rather the disaster that is Windows 10. The
two Telltale-developed Bone point-and-click adventures don't play nice with Microsoft's latest muck up.

1) Both Bone games crash unless you delete prefs.prop from each directory.
2) The games will continue to crash if fullscreen mode is selected.
3) Resolution settings are limited, meaning -- depending on your screen size and resolution -- the window is nigh unplayable.
3b) To solve this, a third-party application needs to be downloaded (http://www.wsgf.org/article/tell-tale-games-custom-
resolution-tool).

Finally, I was able to start and play the game. I love how it captured the look and spirit of the Bone comic series, one of my all-
time favourites. The interface and movements are significantly clunkier than in modern Telltale games, so definitely take that
under advisement.

After a while, I decided to save and quit. The reason? I found that Steam's screenshot tool wasn't working, possibly due to the
custom resolution tool, and I enjoy snapping shots of my games. Anyhow, I reset the resolution and booted the game up again.

It couldn't find my save.

At that point, I decided enough was enough. I really do think that the games, at least an hour in, respect the source material.
Unfortunately, I may never know if that continues. Seeing as I doubt this game will ever be patched to play nice with this awful
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operation system (after all, it's not like Steam is GOG -- they don't care), I simply have to rate it down and move on. Maybe, just
maybe, I'll be able to play it again someday but I'm not holding my breath.

I guess I'll just read the comic again when I need to get my fix for Jeff Smith's wonderful characters, story, and world. Sigh....
An adventure game which is predominantly a visual novel, Little Red Lie offers phenomenal writing and artwork and gets a very
strong recommendation to narrative game fans for both its small cost and short, but adequate length.

The developer of this game first came to my attention a few years ago with Actual Sunlight, a similar game about the
protagonists struggle with depression and thoughts of suicide. Despite the dark subject matter, the writing of the game was
humorous, touching and witty, putting a very human face on the very serious problem of depression and suicide.

Little Red Lie is more about society than mental illness, but the take on society is every bit as dark and dismal as clinical
depression. And, its not wrong. The issues brought up by the game are very real and the arguments are very convincing. The two
protagonists are fully alive, with their own struggles, personality, and experiences shining through. I feel like I know Arthur and
Sarah like real people and I am glad I got to meet them.

Although the writing, dialogue (much of it internal) and characters are excellent, the game struggles a bit with the story arc and
game design. I like that the game is short, but I think it could have been much longer, and would then justify more art, music
and writing and really move beyond Actual Sunlight in terms of scale, scope and value.

Nevertheless, I couldn't stop playing this one until I got to the end, and I recommend it to any narrative game fan or gamer who
likes to read, or write serious literature.

Some other narrative VN/adventure games I have played and enjoyed would also include: All 3 Zero Escape games, The House
in Fata Morgana, Steins; Gate, Yumei Nikki, Mad Father, Higurashi when they Cry and of course, Actual Sunlight.
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Amazing game, really immersive and fun.
Developer is a really nice guy :)
. Hyper Knights is a short (beat game in 4 hours) game that is like a Mount and Blade-lite mixed with a button masher. Unlike in
M&B, you are way stronger than any enemies when you start and you become more op from there. Some spells are useless as
the super slash spell can kill over 100 enemies at once. Game is good for a casual play through once or twice. Have not played
the multiplayer or the extra challenges, but plan to.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. nice game , simpel line drawing to let
them take down. Can't go wrong with this at the sale price: nicely presnted graphics, clear interface and a satisfying level
progression.

The only downside is the amazingly cartoonish sexism: ok, so this isn't a game to be taken seriously, but still, the 'rescue the
princesses' motif seems lazy and outdated.. can't play/ loads the splash screens but them noting but an empty black screen. tried
all of the compatibility options and just can not get it to play on windows 10.. Good game, terrible port.

Pandemonium is one of most fun 2D platformers from PlayStation era. You follow sotry of Fargus and Nikki through
amazingly colorful levels. Transformation system in this game allowed you to actually play more characters than those two.

But the port quality... is terrible. Low resolution, no save option added, weird problems with framerate. Honestly either play this
on PSN/PS3 or get original game and play on emulator.
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